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Q3 2022 Blockchain Security Overview

In the third quarter of 2022, Beosin EagleEye monitored over 37 major attacks in the Web 3 space, with 
total losses of approximately $405 million, down approximately 43.6% from $718.34 million in Q2 2022, and 
a decrease of 59.6% from the loss of $1,002.58 million in Q3 2021.

From January to September 2022, assets lost in the Web 3 space due to attacks totaled $2,317.91 million.
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A total of 37 major exploits were monitored, 
with a total loss of approximately $405 million

In terms of each month, July saw a significant decrease in attacks, making it the least loss amount from attacks 

since 2022. Hacker activity increased significantly in August and September.

In terms of the project types, 92% of the amount lost came from cross-chain bridges and DeFi protocols. 22 of the 

37 attacks occurred in DeFi space.

In terms of TVL, after a sharp drop in TVL from May to June, the trend of TVL of each chain tended to be stable this 

quarter. Late July to early August showed a slight upward trend in TVL, which was also the period with the highest 

number of attacks and loss amount in this quarter.

In terms of chains, the amount of losses on Ethereum reached $374.28 million this quarter, accounting for 92% of 

the total losses. The most frequently attacked chain was BNB Chain, which reached 16 times.

In terms of attack types, 92% of the loss amount was caused by contract vulnerability exploits and private key 

compromise.

In terms of fund flows, about $204.2 million of the stolen funds flowed into Tornado Cash, accounting for about 

50.4% of the funds stolen in the quarter. Only about 4% of the stolen funds were recovered during the quarter.

In terms of audits, only 40% of the rekt projects were audited.



In Q3 2022, 37 major attacks were monitored in the Web3 space, with a total loss of approximately $405 
million. There were two attacks with losses of $100 million or more, three attacks with losses of $10 million 
or more, and 14 attacks with losses of $1 million or more. The security incidents with losses over $100 
million were Nomad Bridge ($190 million) and Wintermute ($160 million).

August 2022 was the most active month for hackers in the quarter, with losses of around $210.62 million. 
Total losses from attacks in July were $30.05 million, making it the lowest amount of losses in a month 
since 2022.

Overview of exploits
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Overall attacks fell in Q3 compared to Q2



Types of rekt projects  

In the third quarter of 2022, three cross-chain bridge attacks resulted in a total loss of approximately 
$190.25 million; 22 attacks in the DeFi space resulted in a total loss of $186.79 million. Approximately 92% 
of the attack loss amount came from the cross-chain bridge and DeFi protocols.

As of September 2022, there were 10 major cross-chain bridge security incidents in 2022, with over $1.4 
billion in losses. Cross-chain bridges were the most affected area by attacks in 2022.

In addition to cross-chain bridges and DeFi protocols, other types of projects attacked this quarter included 
NFTs, exchanges, DAOs, wallets, and MEV bots, making their overall types more diverse than in the previous 
quarter.
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Cross-chain bridges and DeFi projects account for 92%
of the loss amount

Q3 loss amount & count by category



Loss amount by chain
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Losses on Ethereum amount to $374.3 million

12 major attacks occurred on Ethereum this quarter, with a total loss of $374.28 million, ranking first among 
all chains. Solana lost $18.37 million from 3 exploits.

Chains with major attacks in two consecutive quarters include Ethereum, BNB Chain, Fantom, and Ava-
lanche.

BNB Chain saw the most attacks, with 16 exploits, and their corresponding projects are all unaudited. The 
amount of money involved in these 16 exploits is relatively small, with 14 incidents involving a single loss of 
less than $500,000.

After experiencing a sharp drop in TVL from May to June, the trend of TVL across chains stabilized this 
quarter. TVL showed a slight upward trend in the period from late July to early August, which was also the 
period with the most attacks and loss amount this quarter. The crypto market generally moved slightly 
downward in September. After the Ethereum merge on September 15, the Ethereum TVL saw a continuous 
slight decline.



Analysis of Attack Types
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92% of the lost amount caused by contract vulnerability exploits and
private key compromise

In the third quarter, contract exploits continued to be the most common attack type. About 15 attacks are 
contract vulnerability exploits, accounting for 40.5 percent of the total number. Total losses from contract 
vulnerabilities amounted to $201.6 million, or 50.9 percent of total losses.

The four private key compromises this quarter resulted in approximately $167.24 million in losses, the 
second largest amount of losses after contract vulnerability exploits.

Compared with the previous quarter, the types of attacks in this quarter were more diverse. New attack 
types that emerged this quarter include BGP hijacking, misconfiguration, and supply chain attacks.

By contract vulnerabilities, the main vulnerabilities exploited this quarter include: validation issues, reentran-
cy, permission issues, improperly designed business logic or functions, and overflow vulnerabilities. These 
vulnerabilities are all discoverable and fixable during the audit phase.



On August 2, Nomad Bridge, a cross-chain platform that supports asset transfers across Ethereum, Moon-
beam, Avalanche, Evmos and Milkomeda, suffered a massive hack that cost the project $190 million.

The attack was triggered by the initialization process where "committedRoot" was set to 0. The attacker 
could bypass the message verification process and abuse the copy/paste transaction to launch the attack. 
Ordinary users can also remove funds from Nomad bridge by copying the original calldata of the original 
transaction and replacing it with the individual address. Ultimately, over 500 addresses duplicated this 
attack over a 4-hour period, resulting in a loss of up to $190 million to Nomad bridge.

Since the processor is untrusted, practically anyone can call the process() function. The attacker directly 
skipped the previous cross-chain message passing and directly called the process() function of a Replica 
contract and successfully withdrew the vault tokens of the Replica contract corresponding to BridgeRouter. 
So how did the attacker bypass the prove() detection?

The Processor will write the root value to the messages variable when it passes the validation by calling the 
prove() function. Therefore, the value of messages[root] is 0 if the root value is not verified by prove(), but 
the result of acceptableRoot(0) is true as we can see from the call stack below.
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1. Nomad Bridge $190 Million Incident

  The user calls the send() function in the BridgeRouter contract of a DApp on the original chain, which 
performs a simple parameter check.

   Execute the dispatch() function in the Home contract, write it to the message queue, and send the Dis-
patch event.

   Updater monitors the event, signs the root value, calls the update() function in the Home contract to 
update the signature, and sends an Update event.

   Relayers call the update() function in the Replica contract to send update messages to the target chain.

   Processor calls the prove() function in the Replica contract to verify the message.

   After the verification, the Processor calls the process() function in the Replica contract to execute the 
corresponding business logic.

Typical Security Incident Recap

A complete cross-chain messaging process of Nomad bridge is as follows.

Incident details：
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In the acceptableRoot() function:

As can be seen from the Nomad source code analysis, the value of confirmAt[_root] is used to detect 
whether the cross-chain message has undergone optimistic proof of fraud time. Here, since the function 
returns a true value, block.timestamp ≥ confirmAt[0] and confirmAt[0] is not 0, which means confirmAt[0] is 
initialized somewhere. There is initialize() function in the Replica contract, and the source code is as follows.

In summary, because _root is set to zero (0x000000....) that makes confirmAt[_root] equal to 1, while the 
timestamp of any block is greater than 1, causing the judgment to hold constant and the attacker to be able 
to withdraw the funds. Therefore, any attacker only needs to copy the first hacker’s transaction and replace 
it with an unused attack address, and then send it through Etherscan, they can steal the project funds. Also, 
as the problematic one is the Replica contract, all its corresponding BridgeRouter-related DApps are 
affected, that’s the reason why the stolen funds are multiple tokens.



On August 3, a large-scale Slope wallet theft incident occurred on Solana, with losses estimated at around 
$6 million.
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2. Slope Wallet Incident on Solana

According to the data provided by Solana foundation, nearly 60% of the affected users use Phantom Wallet, 
around 30% use Slope Wallet, and the rest use Trust Wallet, and both iOS and Android versions of the app 
have corresponding victims.

Analysis of Slope Wallet (Android, Version: 2.2.2) revealed that Slope Wallet (Android, Version: 2.2.2) uses 
the service of Sentry. Sentry runs under the domain o7e.slope.finance and sends sensitive data such as seed 
phrases and private keys to https://o7e.slope.finance/api/4/envelope/ when creating a wallet.

Incident details: 

Continuing the analysis of Slope Wallet, we found that the Sentry service in the package Version: >= 2.2.0 
sends seed phrases to "o7e.slope.finance", while Version: 2.1.3 does not find evidence of collecting seed 
phrases.

Slope Wallet (Android, >= Version: 2.2.0) was released on and after June 24, 2022, so it affects users who 
use Slope Wallet (Android, >= Version: 2.2.0) on and after June 24, 2022. However, according to some 
victims' feedback, they did not know about Slope Wallet nor did use Slope Wallet.

Beosin security team also analyzed the Android and iOS versions of Phantom Wallet and found no apparent 
evidence of uploading seed phrases.
 
In summary, the most likely cause of this incident is a partial private key compromise caused by the slope 
wallet uploading users' seed phrases.



On September 20, crypto market maker Wintermute was attacked with a loss of $160 million due to private 
key compromise. The root cause for this is that the EOA wallet from Wintermute was a vanity address (be-
ginning with 0x0000000) created using Profanity. Previously, 1inch released a security report claiming that 
EVM addresses created through a tool called Profanity were severely vulnerable to private key compromise.
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3. Wintermute Private Key Compromise Incident

After the attack, we found through on-chain transactions that the attacker frequently used 
0x0000000fe6a... address to call the 0x00000000ae34... contract's 0x178979ae function to transfer money 
to the 0x0248 address (the attacker's contract).

Since the project party contract is not open source, we decompiled the contract and found that calling the 
0x178979ae function requires permission checks.

Incident details：

From the above source code we can see that 0x0000000fe6a address has Admin permission, so we deploy 
an contract to call setCommonAdmin() function for permission query, and we confirm that 0x0000000fe6a 
address has setCommonAdmin permission. The address has normal interaction with the contract before the 
attack, then we can confirm that 0x0000000fe6a’s private key is compromised.

Combined with the address characteristics (0x0000000), it is suspected that the project used the Profanity 
tool to generate the address. The tool has been reported with a risk of brute force cracking of the private 
key in a previous article by researcher.

Wintermute’s founder then confirmed on Twitter 
that Wintermute did use Profanity to generate 
addresses in June. On September 15, a report 
released by 1inch Network claimed that Profanity 
is at the risk of brute force. 
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1)  Profanity will randomly select a 32-bit random number and fills it with a 256-bit seed private key using 
mt19937_64().

2)  It is then expanded to 2 million private keys using some deterministic key expansion algorithm.

3)  Calculate the corresponding derived public key based on the derived private key.

4)  Perform a series of calculations based on the derived public key to get the corresponding Ethereum 
address.

5)  Repeatedly “increment” the derived public key until the corresponding vanity address is calculated.

First, the algorithm of the tool to generate the private key is:

1) Calculate all the key spaces in advance, i.e. 2**32 seed private keys corresponding to the seed public 
keys, and store them in the hash table.

2) Obtain the transaction signature from the blockchain explorer and recover the public key from the trans-
action signature R, S, V values.

3) Extend the public key to 2 million public keys using deterministic key extension algorithm.

4) Repeatedly “decrement” the derived public key until the seed public key is obtained.

5) Find out the corresponding private key in the hash table according to the seed public key.

Secondly, the blogpost mentions a brute-force cracking method to get the initial key.

Note: Regarding the “decrement” here, most people think that if the derived public key obtained in the 
algorithm is different from the seed public key stored in the hash table, then each public key will be decre-
mented by 1 and the operation will be repeated in 3–4 steps.

So many people have some questions about this way mentioned in the blog. First of all, in the private key 
extension algorithm, since the private key is calculated using secp256k1 elliptic curve algorithm to calculate 
the public key, the operation is not linear making the public key obtained from two private keys with a value 
difference of 1 also have a very big difference. Therefore, the same extension algorithm cannot be used to 
extend the public key in theory.

Second, also due to the elliptic curve algorithm itself, when the private key takes the operation of adding 1 
for the iterative calculation of the public key, the inverse operation of adding 1 for the public key, i.e., the 
operation of subtracting 1, which also cannot effectively improve the calculation speed.

In response to the above issues, Beosin security team believes that the private key expansion algorithm has 
an inverse operation, so the cracking algorithm uses its inverse operation algorithm for public key expan-
sion. At the same time, since the key calculation is performed on a finite field, the corresponding "decre-
ment" operation in the report is not a minus 1 operation, but a minus G point.

In summary, there are two problems with the Profanity tool. Firstly, the key space is only 4 billion, which 
reduces the cost of blasting with the large amount of arithmetic power idle after the Ethereum merge. 
Secondly, the key expansion algorithm has the problem of inverse operations.



Fund Flow Analysis

On August 8, the US Department of the Treasury's Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) sanctioned Tor-
nado Cash, prohibiting U.S. individuals or organizations from interacting with it. In the third quarter of 2022, 
approximately $204.2 million in stolen funds still flowed into Tornado Cash, representing 50.4 percent of the 
funds stolen in that quarter, which is lower than in the second quarter.

Approximately $182.3 million of the stolen funds remained in the hacker's address as the balance. Some stolen 
funds were bridged to addresses on other chains, and this portion is still counted as the hacker’s address bal-
ance.

About $16.6 million of assets were recovered through on-chain negotiations and unsolicited returns from 
whitehat hackers. In the third quarter of 2022, only about 4% of the stolen funds were recovered, a much 
lower percentage than in the second quarter.

Around $1.92 million of stolen assets flowed into exchanges such as Binance and FixedFloat. Such incidents 
generally involved a small amount of assets (usually around $10K to $100K) and the hackers transferred the 
stolen funds to the exchanges immediately after the attack, resulting in the projects failing to contact the 
exchanges in time to freeze the funds.
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Approximately $204.2 million in stolen funds flowed into Tornado Cash



Project Audit Analysis

In 2022, the percentage of rekt projects that were audited was: 70% in the first quarter, 52% in the second 
quarter, and 40% in the third quarter. The percentage of unaudited rekt projects shows an increasing trend 
quarter by quarter.

Of all the rekt projects, the audited projects lost a total of $ 375.48 million and the unaudited projects lost 
about $ 29.56 million in attacks. At first glance, it might seem that audits did not serve to protect the safe 
operation of the projects. However, a deeper analysis shows that most of these audited projects were 
attacked by non-contractual level issues such as private key compromise, supply chain attacks, DNS 
attacks, BGP hijacking, and misconfiguration. Among the unaudited projects, 85% were caused by contract 
vulnerabilities or flashloan attacks.

It can be seen that professional audits are still effective in securing the project at the contract level to some 
extent, however, the safe operation of a protocol also requires a good job of offline risk control, safekeep-
ing the private key, be alert to traditional network security attacks, and use third-party components careful-
ly. Of course, in this quarter, there are also some vulnerabilities that should have been discovered in the 
audit phase but were not presented in the audit report, so it is recommended that the project seek profes-
sional security company to conduct the audit.
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Only 40% of the projects were audited



Beosin Security Products
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Beosin EagleEye
Security monitoring, alerting and blocking

Based on AI technology, combined with on-chain 
and off-chain real-time data analysis, and open 
source intelligence, it can timely discover securi-
ty risks, send alerts and block risk transactions 
during the operation of Web 3.0 projects. Sub-
scribers will receive real-time warnings for 10 kinds of abnormal risk transactions such as large 
transfers, flashloans, privilege changes, price drops, etc. It plays a role in hacking, fraud, rug pull and 
other security issues prevention. Now more than 2,300 Web 3.0 projects have been monitored by 
Beosin EagleEye.

Try Beosin EagleEye: https://eagleeye.beosin.com/

Add Beosin Alert to your browser to detect phishing sites: 
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/beosin-alert/lgbhcpagiobjacpmcgckfgodjeogceji?hl=en

Beosin KYT
AML and crypto compliance platform

Relying on more than 1 billion address 
tags and malicious address database, 
Beosin KYT, the cryptocurrency AML and 
crypto compliance platform can help 
VASP (Virtual Asset Service Providers) 
build KYT (Know Your Transactions) and risk assessment capabilities. The system analyzes massive 
amounts of on-chain transactions to identify transactions and address types, and then uses the sys-
tem's massive library of entity addresses and machine learning analytics to assess risky transactions. 
Beosin KYT are currently serving multiple clients around the world to comply with AML regulations.

Try Beosin KYT: https://kyt.beosin.com/
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Beosin Trace
Cryptocurrency tracing and
investigation platform

Beosin-Trace is a cryptocurrency fund tracing 
platform that combines big data, AI and other 
technologies. It is a personalized investigation 
tool for global clients in recovering their lost 
cryptocurrencies. It has successfully helped 
clients recover 100+ millions of stolen assets, including funds that flowed into mixers (such as Tornado 
Cash).

Try Beosin Trace: https://beosin.com/service/tracing

Beosin VaaS
Formal verification platform for
smart contracts

Beosin security team uses multiple technolo-
gies such as formal verification and fuzzy 
testing as core technologies to develop VaaS, 
a highly automated security detection tool for 
smart contracts, with an accuracy of 97% 
and can automatically detect hundreds of security vulnerabilities of smart contracts in one-click.

Try Beosin VaaS: https://vaas.beosin.com/



About Blockchain Security Alliance

The Blockchain Security Alliance was launched by several units with diverse industry backgrounds, including 
university institutions, blockchain security companies, industry associations, fintech service providers, etc. The 
first batch of alliance council include Beosin, SUSS NiFT, NUS AIDF, BAS, FOMO Pay, Onchain Custodian, 
Semisand, Coinhako, ParityBit, and Huawei Cloud. The current members include: Huobi University, Moledao, 
Least Authority, PlanckX, Coding Girls, Coinlive, Footprint Analytics, Web3Drive, and Digital Treasures Center. 
The members of the Security Alliance will work and cooperate together to continuously secure the global 
blockchain ecosystem with their own technical strengths. The Alliance Council also welcomes more people in 
blockchain-related fields to join and jointly defend the security of the blockchain ecosystem.
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Alliance Registration：https://forms.gle/pb3NaUgS3a2Sswnc8

Contact： market@beosin.com@kristenbeosin    @Web3Donny

Alliance Member - Beosin

Beosin is a Singapore-based leading global blockchain security 
company with 100+ security experts in formal verification and 
blockchain security. With the mission of "Securing Web3.0 Eco-
system”, Beosin provides integrated blockchain security prod-
ucts and services including code security audit, risk monitoring, 
alerting & blocking for projects, security compliance KYT & KYC, 
and stolen asset recovering. Beosin has currently provided secu-
rity services to more than 2,000 blockchain enterprises world-
wide, audited over 2,500 smart contracts, and protected over 
$500 billion of assets for clients.

Alliance Member - Footprint Analytics

Footprint Analytics is a tool to uncover and visualize data across 
the blockchain, including NFT and GameFi data. It currently col-
lects, parses and cleans data from 19 chains and lets users build 
charts and dashboards without code using a drag-and-drop 
interface as well as with SQL or Python.
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